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Abstract 
The topic of this thesis is a science fiction influenced aural costume. The work is a 
result of an artistic collaboration project between a sound designer and a costume 
designer. The aim of the collaboration was to investigate new possibilities of im-
plementing sound into a costume or a wearable piece of clothing. The emphasis of 
this project was on artistic expression rather than creating new technological solu-
tions for the market.  

The work’s focus was on the question of what if future technologies could enable 
us to connect the human body with the rest of the surrounding biosphere such as 
animals, plants, or other organisms. Could these possible advancements enable 
people to become part of a new entity? The project examined how this possible 
connection could be simulated or be represented using wearable technology and 
how sound could enhance the narrative and performative aspects of a costume. 
Themes of the work are symbiosis and synchronisation of the costume and its 
user. The challenge was to find and implement solutions that would enable and 
emphasise this symbiosis. This thesis approaches these challenges from two dif-
ferent perspectives: through interaction design and sound design practices.  

The thesis describes the costume prototype’s design process and how it influenced 
the composed sound attributes of the costume. The research explores soundscape 
design techniques and how they can be applied when composing music for an in-
stallation. The team designed specific user scenarios to help them define the user 
needs for the hardware. This thesis explains the reasons why certain interaction 
methods were selected and what were their advantages. The practical part of the 
thesis explains how Ableton Live can be used in an interactive way in a installation 
and how its features can be utilised to connect it with external hardware such as 
sensors.  

The testing sessions showed that the intended interactions were understandable, 
and the introduced illusion of transformative states was effective. The supporting 
storyline was seen to bring a desired meaning for the interactions and events pro-
duced in the installation. The thesis documents how the idea of a symbiosis was 
presented with an interactive prototype and how a fictional short film was pro-
duced to visualise the ideas behind the installation.  
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Tiivistelmä 
Tämän opinnäytetyön aiheena on äänipuku. Puku syntyi kahden Aalto-yliopiston 
maisteriopiskelijan, äänisuunnittelija Juha Perän ja pukusuunnittelija Katri Nik-
kolan taiteellisen yhteistyön tuloksena. Yhteistyön ja projektin tavoitteena oli tut-
kia uusia mahdollisuuksia äänen toteuttamiseksi pukuun tai kuinka ääni voisi toi-
mia osana puettavaa asua. Projektin painopiste oli erityisesti taiteellisessa ilmai-
sussa, eikä uusien teknisten tai kaupallisten ratkaisujen kehittämisessä. 

Opinnäytetyö pohtii kysymystä, josko tulevaisuuden teknologiat voisivat mahdol-
listaa ihmiskehon yhdistämisen muuhun ympäröivään biosfääriin, kuten eläimiin, 
kasveihin tai muihin organismeihin. Voisivatko nämä mahdolliset edistysaskeleet 
antaa ihmisille mahdollisuuden tulla osaksi uutta suurempaa kokonaisuutta? Pro-
jekti tutki, kuinka tätä mahdollista yhteyttä voitaisiin kuvata tai esittää puettavan 
teknologian avulla ja miten ääni voisi vahvistaa puvun narratiivisia ja performatii-
visia ominaisuuksia. Projektin teemat olivat puvun ja sen käyttäjän synkronointi 
sekä symbioosi. Opinnäytetyö lähestyy näitä haasteita kahdesta eri näkökulmasta; 
vuorovaikutussuunnittelun ja äänisuunnittelun käytäntöjen kautta. 

Opinnäytetyössä kuvataan puvun prototyypin suunnitteluprosessia ja kuinka se 
vaikutti pukua varten suunniteltuihin äänin. Teoriaosiossa avataan äänimaiseman 
suunnitteluun käytettäviä tekniikoita ja kuinka niitä voidaan soveltaa installaati-
oissa. Työryhmä suunnitteli skenaariota puvun eri käyttötapauksia varten, joka 
auttoi heitä määrittelemään käyttäjien tarpeet vuorovaikutusta ajatellen. Työ pe-
rustelee, miksi tietyt vuorovaikutusmenetelmät valittiin ja mitkä olivat niiden 
edut suhteessa muihin ratkaisuihin. Työn käytännön osiossa kerrotaan, kuinka 
Ableton Liveä käytettiin ulkoisten laitteiden ja sensoreiden kanssa mahdollista-
maan vuorovaikutus installaatioissa. 

Opinnäytetyö dokumentoi, miten symbioosin idea esiteltiin interaktiivisen proto-
tyypin avulla ja kuinka aiheesta tuotettiin fiktiivinen lyhytelokuva. Puvun ympärille 
kirjoitetun tarinan nähtiin tuovan lisää merkitystä installaation vuorovaikutukselle 
sekä tapahtumille. Puvun prototyypin testaus osoitti, että vuorovaikutustekniikat 
olivat ymmärrettäviä käyttäjälle ja illuusio transformatiivisesta tilasta sekä symbi-
oosista onnistuttiin saavuttamaan 
 

Avainsanat  Äänimaisema, Vuorovaikutus, Pukusuunnittelu, Sensori, Ableton 
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The topic of this thesis work is a science fiction influenced aural costume that is presented in an installation setting 
and can be worn and experienced by one person at a time. The installation is based in a fictional world of unseen 
communication where the costume acts as an interpreter or an antenna to various streams of information for its user. 
Through a collaborative artistic project of a costume and sound designer, the work investigates how a costume could 
act as a companion through symbiosis with its user and the possibilities of experiencing a costume as a being with its 
own mind and mood.  

The result is an artistic representation or utopia of a fictional communication network which can be sensed with the 
help of a wearable object. The research explores how sounds can amplify a sense of space in an interactive costume 
and how sound can enhance the narrative and performative aspects of the costume. An interactive prototype of the 
costume was built to test the feeling of presence and how it could be strengthened with a soundscape in an 
installation setting. 
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1. Introduction

1.1 Topic

1.2 Themes
As hand held mobile devices and wearable electronics are becoming more common in our daily lives, people accept 
digital devices as part of their natural interactions and as an bodily extension. Our communication and most 
important information with our co-workers, family and friends is shared and filtered through our personal digital 
devices. Communication barriers experienced before can now be overcome with the aid of technology instantly. For 
example, current mobile devices and hand held objects can interpret and translate most foreign languages and 
images for us in a second. These capabilities have strengthened our bond with technology and wearable electronics.

By using our personalised wearable audio devices such as headphones or portable speakers we are able to connect or 
disconnect ourselves from the surrounding world. We use our mobile applications to connect to an audio source of 
our choosing such as a streaming service or a radio channel. Typically we choose the accompanying sounds or music 
to suit the mood we are in at that particular moment such as working out, partying or relaxation. Contemporary 
technology has also enabled us to listen wirelessly without the hassle of accidentally disconnecting the wires of our 
devices which makes the experience even more seamless. 

We are still surrounded with a lot of incomprehensible communication that our personal devices are not able to 
translate. The most mundane electronic gadgets are making noise and vibrating outside of humans hearing 
capabilities. These messages transmitted between machinery on different frequencies are typically outside of our 
perception by design. The other example is the surrounding biosphere and specifically animals and vegetation which 
are also communicating through their own channels. To interpret and experience these worlds of communication we 
need proper knowledge, techniques and specified equipment. So it is fair to say that we can only understand a 
fraction of the communication that happens around us, let alone sense it. 

In their article from 2020 on Soft Robotics and Posthuman Entities released in the Journal of Artistic Research, (Bering 
et all)  the researchers propose the question of what if future technologies could enable us to connect the human 
body with the rest of the surrounding biosphere such as animals, plants or other organisms. Could these possible 
advancements enable people to become part of a new entity? This interesting question acted as the starting point of 
the collaboration. During the project the team investigated how this possible connection could be simulated or 
represented in a costume. What would be transmitted through this connection of a human and other organisms and 
how would it feel like to communicate through an object?
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1.3 Motive and objectives
The possibility to share experiences from the different fields of expertise through a thesis project is rare with Sound in 
New Media students. Designing for a physical object such as a costume or a dress sets its limitations on how sound is 
reproduced or implemented. While media studies prepare the students with some implementation techniques of 
media in an installation setting, the integration of sounds to wearable solutions are far and between. Katri Nikkola was 
responsible for the original idea for this project and the main design attributes and tailoring of the costume. The 
Author's role was to design the accompanying soundscapes and implement the interactions for the desired functions. 
The aim of the thesis is to document this rare collaborative artistic research work around the design of the costume 
and to explain the design solutions in reproducing the sounds.

Because of the project's experimental and artistic nature it wasn’t clear at first what the outcomes of the project 
should be and how they should be displayed. As to challenge and expand on the original idea of implementing sound 
only to a costume, an installation format was proposed to help steer the direction of the costumes design and use 
scenarios. An installation format also enabled the introduction of a spatial audio element into the project which 
expanded the possibilities of creating a more unique world of sounds around the costume.

A personal goal was to deepen the knowledge in spatial audio techniques that can be applied in an installation setting 
and test out the various interaction methods in how to manipulate spatial sound sources with wearable electronics. 
The motivation to research and learn more from the topic of spatial audio and soundscape design was amplified while 
attending the spatial audio techniques course that was held in Sibelius Academy during the fall and spring periods of 
2021-2022. The course introduced the basic vocabulary and what are the psychoacoustic elements of experiencing 
sound in a space. 

As the hands-on testing of immersive sound techniques in the course was mostly concerned in working in very 
controlled environments, such as an acoustically treated studio, the ambition for this project was to explore the 
possibilities of a multiple speaker setup in a non controlled environment and nature. Rather than trying to replicate a 
specific space through immersive audio with a headset or having a studio standard speaker setup around the 
costume, the aim was to understand how minimal the speaker setup could be to achieve a transformative feeling in 
the sense of space for the costume's user. 

As a personal driver the goal was also to hide the sound sources completely as the illusion in an installation can easily 
be broken, by having multiple distinguishable surrounding speakers in a space or attaching visible speakers to the 
costume itself. Hiding the speakers of course sets a few limitations on what size and weight the speaker can be to be 
concealed inside a wearable costume. But fortunately there are many commercial lightweight applications available 
these days that have a decent sound quality and connections. The surrounding speakers are typically easier to mask, 
depending on the space of the installation of course. The installation location also affects the spatiality in itself 
through the acoustic reflections in the space, which influence the perception, and has to be taken into account when 
designing the soundscape. 

Key themes of the thesis are symbiosis and synchronisation of the costume and its user and how the interactions 
affect the user experience. Since the accompanying soundscape was supposed to fit a physical medium, the challenge 
was how to implement the technological solutions that enable the interactions, and how they affect the end result. 
The goals were to reach a feeling of presence in a fictional world of unseen communication and an amplified sense of 
space with the soundscape. A particular artistic interest was to see how the costume design influences the personal 
sound attributes of the costume and the actual soundscapes that are being composed around it. 

The original design brief of this project written by costume designer Katri Nikkola was to investigate new possibilities 
of implementing sound into a costume or a wearable piece of clothing. Sounds in this context mean specifically 
designed audio sources for the costume and not the sounds produced by the costume itself while wearing it. Although 
these attributes like material selections were taken into consideration in the design process of the costume, they were 
not the subject of interest in the original brief of the task. As the emphasis of this project was more on artistic 
expression rather than creating new technological solutions for the market, the collaboration set out to delve into the 
world of wearable audio possibilities.



As Katri Nikkola had already made preliminary sketches and ideation for the themes for the actual costume it was 
easier to start adding ideas to start forming the basic concepts for the project. The first ideas by Katri were presented 
as mood boards with the headlines “alien” and “fungi” (fig 1 & fig 2). The team started to look for relative ideas and 
themes around these topics, building on top of the visual language presented in these mood boards. 
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2. Story and background research

2.1 Ideation process

fig 1. “Alien” Moodboard © Katri Nikkola

The work with the project started in the beginning of February 2022 whilst in the midst of the global Covid pandemia. 
The restrictions forced the team to work mostly in isolation and cope with the changing instructions for remote work. 
With the aid of online collaborative tool Miro, the team were able to share their ideas easily and use it to structure the 
core ideas of the project. Miro enables you to upload visual images, text or documents on their online platform which 
you can access through their applications or a browser. It also provides tools to make easy connections between your 
collected material and organise it in a visual way (fig 3). As the amount of gathered links and inspirational material 
grew, using this tool helped to make sense of the whole project. It also documented the design process along the way 
as everything was stored in one place and accessible remotely.

During the ideation and research phase the work concentrated mostly on defining the main themes of the project and 
what had been done previously. First the team aimed to list the desirable attributes for the costume with single words 
and by then grouping them into similar themes and topics. The topics of research included searching for ideas for the 
audio, interaction and wearable technology solutions and how these ideas are implemented in our natural and built 
environment. These topics were later refined as individual and relative concepts to be compared and iterated before 
creating our first version of the dream ideas and hypotheses for the project. 

fig 2 “Fungi” Moodboard © Katri Nikkola
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2.2 Looking beyond our world - Science fiction as inspiration
In the beginning stages of the collaboration the team discussed their ideas on interesting audio experiences and 
previous research on the topics surrounding audio in general. The techniques to produce wanted results with audio 
are typically easier to define once there is a clear goal for what to reach for. So to form a unified language and a 
common understanding of the types of sounds and atmospheres that would be plausible to have in the installation, 
the team collected and shared ideas such as their favourite pieces of music, field recordings and sound effects. 

The team explored and discussed the use of audio in movies or installations which had made an impression on them 
and tried to analyse what were the common nominators to find suitable examples to begin the composing process. As 
great fans of sci-fi literature and cinema there were clearly similarities in the story and inspiration taken from films 
such as the Arrival directed by Denis Villeneuve in 2016, where a linguist is hired to try to understand an alien 
language. Or the film Alien from 1979 directed by Ridley Scott where an aggressive extraterrestrial being attaches 
themself on people and uses them as hosts to breed or transform. These films and many others after them in the 
same genre of science fiction helped to define what we would expect extraterrestrial organisms to sound like. 

Katri’s initial thoughts for the soundscape were heavily inspired by science fiction and especially the NASA free sound 
library where you can listen and download examples of audio from their space program shuttles and satellites. The 
library includes rocket engine sounds, solar system radio waves, and recorded documentation of their space shuttle 
mission sounds. But some of the sounds presented in these libraries are not actually recorded or original sounds at all 
but using an interesting technique called sonification to represent the data from NASA’s telescopes. Sonification aims 
to represent data in an auditory form and is often used in the cases of handling large batches of data. Though the 
technique is often criticised for lacking context for the listener it can work as an efficient support tool for example in 
accompanying visualisations of data. 

These uncharted areas of the stars and planets have been the interest of many researchers and thinkers among them 
the great philosophers and mathematicians of the ancient world. In his book Noise water meat (2001), Douglas Khan 
writes about how the Pythagoreans envisioned that we are constantly surrounded by very loud sounds such as the 
movement of the planets and the stars but for some reason they are inaudible to our ears or senses. In theory they 
proposed that if these astronomical events could be measured and deciphered, by applying the same methods as 
used for conducting musical harmony, they would produce audible events. Aristotle is quoted in the book pondering 
the thoughts by the Pythagorians:

“Some thinkers suppose that the motion of bodies of that [astronomical] size must produce a noise, since on our earth 
the motion of bodies far inferior in size and in speed of movement has that effect. Also, when the sun and the moon, 
they say, and all the stars, so great in number and in size, are moving with such rapid a motion, how should they not 
produce a sound immensely great? Starting from this argument, and from the observation that their speeds, as 
measured by their distances, are in the same ratio as musical concordances, they assert that the sound given forth by 
the circular movement of the stars is a harmony.” 

(Noise Water Meat. 2001. p. 201)

As our understanding of the known universe has grown through the research and development of these new 
techniques of measuring we can now experience outer space through these recordings or the collected data. It helps 
us to put enormous and sometimes incomprehensible connections into perspective. While the search of new stars 
and planets continues we can tune ourselves into the cosmic world by utilising these techniques or in the case of 
NASA making the dimensions of space exploration more approachable or understandable for us in an audio format. 
Being able to listen back to audio from the other side of the galaxy is the closest that one can feel to being connected 
to real life science fiction.
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2.3 Making sense of soundscapes
In his famous book “The soundscape - Our sonic environment and the tuning of the world” from 1977, R.Murray 
Schafer states the problem of noise pollution in our world. Noise is something that we have learned to ignore or block 
from our surroundings as a reaction or preventive action by acoustic design. He raises the question of the need for a 
more conscious way of tackling that problem with noise and asking ourselves “Which sounds do we want to preserve, 
encourage, multiply?” Soundscape studies aims to bring together multiple areas of research such as psychoacoustics, 
communications and the perception of sounds under one umbrella in the hopes of understanding the relations 
between humans and the environment better. 

He describes the loss of our perception and the differences between the rural (hi-fi) and urban (lo-fi) soundscapes as 
follows:

“The hi-fi soundscape is one in which discrete sounds can be heard clearly because of the low ambient noise level … In 
the hi-fi soundscape, sounds overlap less frequently; there is perspective – foreground and background … In a low-fi 
soundscape individual acoustic signals are obscured in an overdense population of sounds … Perspective is lost … there 
is no distance; only presence. There is cross-talk on all the channels, and in order for the most ordinary sounds to be 
heard they have to be increasingly amplified.”  

(Tuning of the World. 1994. p. 43)

The definition of a soundscape is quite wide as it can be a musical composition, a radio broadcast or natural acoustic 
environment. We have been taught to read the world with our eyes and the infrastructure that aids us in our everyday 
lives such as signs, instructions and maps support this idea. This is why it is typically hard for humans to separate 
heard events in a soundscape without proper training versus to listing seen objects from a landscape (Schafer, 1977). 
He categorises these main sounds as either keynotes, signals or soundmarks. The first being the ones that are being 
conceived by what we call the natural phenomena or world such as water, forests or animals. Signals are the ones that 
we as humans consciously notice or listen to with the most obvious examples being bells, horns or sirens that warn 
us. Soundmarks on the other hand are something that are typical or unique of the geographical area or a community. 
The term is borrowed from landmarks as one might assume. 

Denis Smalley introduces a glossary and techniques which are building on top of these theories in his article (Space-
form and the acousmatic image, 2007). The article aims to create a framework via spatial terminology and through our 
ways of perception to be applied in acousmatic music. Acousmatic music is a term used in electroacoustic music to 
describe composed pieces of music that are to be presented with speakers as opposed to performing them live. He 
uses a personal experience of a soundscape as the starting point for composition and uncovers the ideas in how to 
understand and approach the process of composition through spatial concepts. 

“A listener needs time to progress from an initial listening encounter with the soundscape to a state of engaging actively 
and fully in scanning and exploring the spectromorphological and spatial properties on offer. I cannot listen to 
everything simultaneously and need to devote attention to each of the zones in turn, accumulating a global view, which 
emerges over time. “ 

(Space-form and the acousmatic image. 2007. p. 37)

In his detailed description of a landscape in Obreau, Smalley separates various zones of audio that form the 
soundscape. As sound is energy and moves in space it typically has a root cause or action that has caused a sound to 
happen. He describes these various spaces as source-bonded spaces which happen intentionally or unintentionally and 
are strongly tied to our cultural environment. For example, enacted spaces are typically caused by human activity or by 
machines which are called mechanised spaces. For spaces that are not in our actual enacted space he describes as 
mediatic spaces. This includes all media types such as television, radio and telephones and are not considered as direct 
spaces but as representations or images of events. The definitions of personal space as opposed to the various zoned 
spaces that a soundscape consists of helped to define what is considered to be a holistic audio experience considering 
the themes of this project.
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2.4 Amplified senses
We are continuously fed information both visually by our digital devices and aurally with noise and sound pollution, as 
described in the previous section. We have difficulties sensing and especially hearing what happens in our immediate 
habitat. With the aid of devices such as noise cancelling headphones we are able to block out most of the loud 
environments that surround us as silence can be a luxury that can’t be easily accessed in any other way. Meditation, 
yoga and silent retreats have risen in popularity as people are looking for methods to relax and concentrate in the 
modern hectic scheduled lifestyle, while trying to concentrate on doing too many things at once. But directing our 
hearing to amplify or pick certain objects from the soundscape can take a lot of training. 

This is why technological advancements have been a key factor in enabling us to direct our senses and amplifying 
worlds that were once thought to be silent such as the underwater world. Until the second world war the life that was 
happening under the surface was pretty much a mystery to the researchers and biologists. The development of 
microphones such as hydrophones have revolutionised the understanding of the communication happening between 
fish and mammals in the oceans. Researchers have even been able to identify differences inside a species like whales. 
One known individual named the 52Hz whale or also known as “the world's loneliest whale” communicates on a higher 
frequency than its fellows thus unable to understand others of its kind. Whales typically communicate on lower 
frequencies of about 20Hz leaving this one on its own devices to wander the seas. These discoveries of the deep have 
also led to the development of using echoes and later modern sonar systems which are used for detecting distances 
underwater and navigating vessels. 

In the most extreme cases total silence can also enable us to see inwards to reveal unthought sounds. Anechoic 
chambers are completely silent acoustic spaces typically used for testing audio technology to produce the most 
accurate measuring results. The space is typically completely sealed and built on a floating structure to isolate it from 
the vibrations of the surrounding building. This enables for hearing even the tiniest noise or sounds produced inside 
the space. Whilst exploring the theories of vibrations and matter and in the midst of trying to amplify the inaudible 
such as the antique philosophers once did, John Cage reflects his visit to an anechoic chamber in Boston at the 
Harvard university. 

"It was after I got to Boston that I went into the anechoic chamber at HarvardUniversity. Anybody who knows me knows 
this story. I am constantly telling it. Anyway, in that silent room, I heard two sounds, one high and one low. Afterward I 
asked the engineer in charge why, if the room was so silent, I had heard two sounds. He said, “Describe them.” I did. He 
said, “The high one was your nervous system in operation. The low one was your blood in circulation.”

(Noise Water Meat. 2001. p. 190)

Cage’s interest in the sounds that are inaudible only grew after this visit and set him on a path to embrace the silence 
in his works. This research famously resulted in the experimental composition 4.33 which is a musical piece to be 
played by instruments but in total silence. One of its purposes is to concentrate on the surrounding ambience or 
soundscape. Cage described his vision later; “I thought of sounds we cannot hear because they're too small, but 
through new techniques we can enlarge them, sounds like ants walking in the grass itself.” (Noise water meat. p 195)

While looking for possible similar available devices or microphones such as a hydrophone to suit the project's theme 
and to do some preliminary hands-on testing, a certain device’s description piqued an immediate interest. Ether by 
instrument manufacturer Soma is a wide-band radio receiver that makes it possible to perceive the electromagnetic 
landscape around you. After managing to acquire the Ether device and testing it in session together proved to be an 
inspiring turn in the development of the costumes story. The theme of communication through a vehicle or an object 
became the red thread to guide us forward in the interaction design part of the costume. As we are surrounded by so 
much information that we are not able to physically perceive or feel, the team decided to explore the idea of whether 
the costume could act as an actual antenna or a “radio” receiver to a hidden sonic landscape.
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2.5 Studio as a compositional tool
In the beginning of the broadcasting history, content heard from the radio was mostly live sessions from the studio in 
the lack of recorded media or then again modern playlists. A lot of the first eerie sounds in the early science fiction 
movies and series were first created by studio engineers using complicated machinery at national radio studios such 
as the BBC experimental studio in the UK and a similar although smaller setting here in Finland at YLE. These studios 
were a key factor in the development of audio production and manipulation techniques and equipment in the 1900s. 
But it wasn't until the invention of the tape machine that made recording, reproducing and re-arranging audio easier 
in a cheaper format. It also made the recording and capturing sounds outside the studio environment available in a 
higher quality. 

Being able to move this recorded media back and forth between the studio and the outside world also opened up 
possibilities for musicians and composers in the mid 1900s. These processes and the history of studio work was vividly 
described by Brian Eno in his lecture in 1979 at the New Music America festival in New York titled “Recording studio as 
a compositional tool”. By the birth of Musique Concrète the use of everyday sounds in compositions were a new area 
of interest. Opportunities such as recording sources in previously unreached locations were now available to be 
captured and listened back by people outside of that location. These exotic and most often industrial sound sources 
were then integrated into the studio process to be re-imagined. Tape enabled the option to edit a recording by cutting 
and pasting clips back together, removing the problem of capturing the moment live in a single take. Layering, 
processing and re-recording of recordings made it possible to create complex sound collages of found sound mixed 
with instruments or vocals. 

A modern studio environment is typically hosted inside a personal computer around a digital audio workstation (DAW) 
and typically contains all the elements needed to produce audio content or music digitally. In this particular project 
the DAW of choice was Ableton Live because of the familiarity to the sound designer and because of its support to 
connect various controllers to it. It provides a personal playground for testing out ideas with endless possibilities 
without the need of expensive hardware or studio environment. Thus on a personal note, exploiting the composing 
process in a so-called hybrid manner of analog and digital tools is found to bring more interesting results in both the 
creation and output parts of the process. 

The interest in pursuing the composition process outside the computer came from the need of having a more tactile 
and physical approach to music production. As the author's interest in performing music shifted more towards 
spending time in a studio environment in recent years, it felt something was lost in the process of trying to capture a 
moment by using only digital tools. Old recording media techniques such as the use of tape or use of hardware effect 
units in the production can introduce interesting artefacts to the sounds that are typically cleaned out of today's 
recordings. The studied techniques used by these experimental engineers and composers in early sound design 
processes were a big inspiration in the development of how to approach the costumes' soundscape and ideas.

2.6 Interacting with audio
The team's intention was to implement meaningful interactions through the natural interaction with the costume as 
opposed to professional user interfaces which require a lot of time to learn their basic functions. The aim was to 
enhance the joy of discovery by providing invisible interaction elements in the costume. For the user, entering a 
costume could be considered as a clear call to action and a commitment to engage. But there was a need to provide 
other ways to interact and give a more intentional user interface for the user to control some nuances of the 
installation.

The article (The Challenges of Interactive Dance. Siegel & Jacobsen. 1999) describes a case that introduces techniques 
that were used to synchronise music to a dancer. As opposed to dancing to a musical piece their study concentrates 
on giving the dancer the ability to control the music with their movement. This study was one of the most important 
sources of information as it addresses most of the basic needs and theory that interactive installations face. The 
article describes options of how movement can be transferred to sound and different ways how some example 
interfaces have been designed. The applied research also states which sensor types have been proven successful in 
performative situations. 
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The article introduces the work of Axel Mulder who has studied different techniques of human movement and divides 
human movement tracking systems into three groups; Inside-in systems, inside-out systems and outside-in systems. 
Inside-in systems are typically placed on the body and used for tracking small movements but their disadvantage is 
that they are fairly noticeable and have to be worn by the user. Sensors such as a compass can be categorised as 
Inside-out systems as they are used to sense the body’s location in relation to their surroundings. Outside-in systems 
include solutions such as motion detection with cameras. 

Some of these techniques have also been researched and tested at Aalto university by students in their course 
projects and thesis works. Before the collaboration started Katri Nikkola had already done an extensive study on 
installations and projects done with interactive wearables. She also had some previous experience in how to 
implement these solutions to clothing. One recent project that she discovered was created at the wearable electronics 
course. “Sonic sweater” (Avikainen, Virman, Xie. 2020) was a course project which introduced playable interface 
elements into a sweater. Luckily the prototype was still available for investigation at the costume design department’s 
storage. It gave the team a sense of what kind of solutions could be used in this project and how the actual 
implementation could be done concerning the wires and sensors. 

Interactive costume design principles are also well presented in the thesis work by Tjasa Frumen (Digitalizing 
Performance: The influence of wearable technology on costume design and on the work dynamics of interdisciplinary 
collaboration. 2019). The work describes the phases and practicalities that are involved in creating an interactive 
performance. This example uses position tracking and tags on the performer which enables the performer to trigger 
various scenes with their movement. Tytti Arola’s thesis (Ihmiskehonjatkesoittimet. Instruments extending the body in 
sonic performance: creation and development of three tangible string instruments for performative sound art. 2019) 
approaches the wearable interface topic from a musical instrument perspective. She has researched ways to extend 
our body to be used as an instrument in a performance. Special interest was in the ergonomics aspects of an 
instrument and how gestures can make a performance more meaningful. 

The team wanted to rule out any visible user interfaces or screens from the prototype as the goal was to implement 
invisible or discrete examples of interacting with the costume. Some applications such as movement and motion 
tracking can be categorised as discrete. As consumers we are accustomed to products like in game consoles which 
have introduced some of these techniques to us in a purposeful way. Motion tracking frees the user from wearing or 
holding a device as the body can be mapped to access different functions in the interface. The negative aspects are 
that the user needs to be located in a fixed area or point in space to interact with the interface. Although these 
solutions were very good candidates the team wanted to look into solutions that would enable the interactions to 
happen within the costume. 

The problem areas and the solutions that these example cases presented gave the team an idea of where to start with 
designing the prototype's functions. But it became clear that for the interactions to be meaningful and simple, the 
scope of possibilities needed to be narrowed down. The team decided to concentrate on the inside-out solutions to 
introduce interaction based on bigger movement of the body as well as test some of the inside-in solutions as to that 
could be implemented as an option for finer adjustments.

2.7 Framing the user scenarios
It was felt that to better test the costume’s ideas and theories it would need a story or a purpose to help to set the 
needs of what to concentrate on with the project. The story developed for the costume was originally thought to help 
guide the design process, but it also allowed the team to concentrate into the details that were believed to support the 
story itself. During the development of the project the compromises experienced while testing the electronics and 
sensors also shaped the story in how the interactions would work while using the costume. 

In the initial storyline the costume would work as an artefact between our perceived world and a fictional hidden 
world around us. The explanation whether the costume is from earth or an alien life form was left undecided. It would 
have to feel visually more organic than robotic or sterile but it shouldn’t be too unpleasant visually to distract the user 
from making contact with it. The costume should also try to attract the user to explore it more closely and lead to a 
situation where the user feels comfortable to wear it. The goal was to reach a symbiosis-like state with the costume 
and its user and enable ways to interact with the surrounding soundscape.  

The story would be divided into three different initial scenes or sets of sounds. In these scenes the sounds can be 
heard from the costume itself and through the surrounding sound sources around it. From the outside the user could 
only hear the sound coming from the costume itself. If inside, the costume would react to its user's presence and 
open up a fictional hidden world of sounds around it to its user. The different surround sound scenes could be 
triggered by rotating around with the costume in the space. In the same way as a radio receiver scans through the 
frequencies to find the right channels. These surrounding sound channels should have an option to be manipulated or 
interacted with by the user of the costume by using the sensors hidden in the costume.
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The costume would be worn and interacted with by one person at a time. As the first visual drafts of the look and feel 
for the costume were quite ambitious there was a concern about how the costume could be actually worn and 
accessed easily by a user. The team didn’t want to have the costume lying on the floor or hung on a rack before 
actually wearing it. It was felt to affect the overall experience of making contact with the costume and interfere with 
the designed scenes. The wearability issue was solved by introducing the idea if the costume could be hanging from a 
ceiling by a wire. This way it would be set in a particular spot in the space. A fixed location for the costume would also 
permit it to be powered in an installation scenario. The power cable could be masked to run along the dangling wire. 
As the weight of the designed costume would not be carried by the user, more bold choices could be made with the 
look and feel of the costume. It would also support the idea of designing the costume so that it would be worn as a 
coat, leaving the legs undisguised as Katri had intended in the first sketches that she had drafted.  

In the first version of the prototype the aim was to fit the costume for a certain sized person to make the design 
process a bit easier. Previous research had stated that building a prototype of an interactive costume was not going to 
be a simple task. What the team had learned from observing other installations or projects concerning interactive 
installations was that the solutions probably needed to be tailor made or fitted to purpose. This is why the team 
thought the first prototype of the costume should be worn by only one pre-selected person to enable a custom fitting 
and more accurate placement of possible sensors in a testing session. In the production version that might follow the 
aim would be to concentrate on enabling the use for various sized people, if the costume would be presented as an 
installation in a public gallery or a similar setting. 

fig 3. Miro board used for the ideation and documentation of the project



In the initial storyline the interactions were not yet specifically defined to be of a certain quality or how they would be 
produced. This made it possible for the team to explore the possibilities of testing various options in how to build the 
setup and what to apply in the final prototype. The goal was to reach a working hardware solution that would help the 
team to test out the interactions with a user and validate their qualities in enabling the story. Fine tuning of the 
interactions and the various hardware components could be done in the next phases of the project. The following 
chapter describes the development phases of the first prototype and what were the major milestones in the design 
and building of the prototype and hardware. 

There was now an initial storyline for the use scenarios set around three scenes of interaction for the user with the 
costume. Each scenario had basic needs that needed to be fulfilled to enable the storyline. In the first scene the 
costume needs to capture the user's attention to make closer contact with it and investigate it in the installation 
space. This was thought to be established by giving the costume a voice or a calling sound to attract the user's 
interest. Visual stimulus can be amplified by using a light source in the costume. This scene is referred to as being 
outside of the costume. The user needs to understand how the costume could possibly be worn and to be 
comfortable to enter and wear the costume. This familiarisation and investigative scenario marks the first scene of the 
installation. 

In the second scene the user is making contact with the costume by entering it. This marks the separation of the 
concepts of inside and outside. This was considered to be a scene where the costume would react to the user's 
movement, touch or presence with a change in its appearance or the voices it produces. The symbiosis or 
synchronisation of the two organisms begin. There should be a clear difference in how these scenarios of being 
outside or inside are being translated for the user. It should also be understandable to an outside viewer if there 
would be an audience around the installation setup. 

When the user has entered the costume and made themself comfortable inside the third and final scene starts. This is 
a cue to activate the surrounding soundscape and interactions with the costume and its user. This third scene was 
more heavy on technical features and was the main part of interest in the interaction design and soundscape 
implementation development. The finale required the communication to work reliably between all of the actors in the 
installation prototype. We wanted to create and enable interactions for the user that were both simple and easily 
understandable, giving a feel of control to the user of the outcomes that they were experiencing. 

There was also a need to look into the sound aspects of the prototype and how the costume’s calling sound and the 
surrounding soundscape would be reproduced and amplified. This meant that the prototype setup would require at 
least one small portable or mountable speaker installed in the costume itself. The sounds produced by the costume 
would need to be played from a device that was yet to be defined. The surrounding soundscape would need at least a 
few speakers installed in the installation space and a computer or a media player that would host the reproduced 
sounds.

The goal was to implement most of the hardware inside the costume to minimise the amount of devices to install in 
the installation space. As the team had studied various installations and interaction methods with wearable solutions 
it was clear that there would be no ready-made solutions available for realising all the prototype's needs.

The defined scenes of the installation enabled the team to communicate their ideas more clearly to other 
professionals. They also helped to recognise the main needs for the hardware and how the user could interact with 
the imagined soundscape. These initial recognised main needs acted as guidelines in the starting phases of the 
hardware design process. The building started by consulting the various facilities inside Aalto University workshops 
and their staff about the possibilities in how to proceed with the project. 
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3. Designing and building the hardware

3.1 Setting the needs for the hardware
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3.2 Workshops and roles
As the project's budget was almost non-existent the team had to rely on sourcing help and facilities to produce their 
ideas inside the school premises. Luckily the Aalto School of Arts, Design and Architecture has many workshops in the 
Otaniemi campus area that are well equipped with a friendly staff to help students with their projects. Without their 
help and consultancy the team would have not been able to produce a working prototype or know how to start solving 
the different questions regarding the hardware. Because of this very reason all of the solutions made during the 
building should be credited to all the people who contributed to this project. All the workshop masters at Väre were 
very helpful in the first phases of prototyping and proposing suitable sensors to be tested. Workshop master Krisjanis 
Rijnieks saw the potential in the idea of the costume and became a key person in the project. Most of the prototyping 
of the hardware was made in the Fablab premises under his guidance. 

As the project moved forward during the spring of 2022 it was recommended that the project's phases should also be 
documented and shared online. This aligns with Fablabs values of using open source technologies in their projects and 
sharing the results for others to try out in their projects. A Github project was opened by Krisjanis Rijnieks to host all 
the information about the solutions made concerning the hardware, assembly and code implementation. At the point 
of establishing this repository the team also handed the keys of technical leadership to Krisjanis Rijnieks and took 
more of a creative advisory role themselves. This is why the Github repository should be used as the main source of 
technical information about the prototype's technical solutions. This document aims to explain why certain 
components were selected and what was their purpose concerning the implemented design. 

3.3 Hardware components
First ideas of the hardware setup were drafted together with Katri Nikkola. I took the responsibility of building and 
designing the final prototype as Katri’s role was to implement the solutions into the costume. The goal was to hide all 
of the hardware inside the costume but also have it easily accessible for re-configuration and maintenance. This 
presented some challenges for the overall design of the hardware setup as it needed to be as light and small as 
possible.  This meant that the selected hardware would also affect the costume design as it needed to withstand the 
weight of the components.

The first hardware prototype was based on a NodeMCU ESP32 microcontroller manufactured by Espressif Systems (fig 
4). The advantage of this microcontroller was the low cost, availability and the amount of connections for various 
sensor inputs and outputs. The footprint is small compared to many other manufacturers and it has a built-in Wi-Fi 
and Bluetooth capability. It is possible to be programmed using the Arduino IDE environment, which is a software for 
writing commands and code for microcontrollers. There were many examples of successful audio hardware projects 
built on top of this microcontroller which convinced the team to start designing the setup around this microcontroller. 
Prototyping was done on a breadboard which makes it possible to connect different components together before 
committing to a design (fig 5). 

First need that the team aimed to solve was how to play and amplify audio through the microcontroller. As the ESP32 
doesn’t have its own audio amplifier for reproducing a signal loud enough, it needed a separate breakout board for 
this purpose. To store audio files it also needed an external memory solution because the ESP32 hasn’t got enough 
internal memory to contain large files. A microSD breakout board was added to the assembly to host the needed 
audio for the costume calling sound. The selection and testing process for the actual speaker solution for the costume 
will be explained more thoroughly in the sound design chapter.

Before the costume reached its final outlook and shape the team was looking into different possibilities of how to 
bring the costume to life and how it would synchronise with its user. One option was to monitor the users heart rate 
and use it as an impulse to affect the soundscape. The main problem with a heart rate sensor is that it needs to be 
placed firmly on a user's hand or finger to detect a steady pulse from a person. Conducting surfaces have also been 
used in these types of scenarios. After testing a few available options the team decided to abandon this idea. These 
types of sensors require the user to consciously put the sensors on or touch them. This was felt to break the illusion of 
the story and make the costume more challenging to use. 
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fig 4. ESP32, Sparkfun distance sensor, Audio amplifier and a SD-card reader on a breadboard

fig 5. Prototype components on a breadboard

fig 6. Costume prototype sketch © Katri Nikkola
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As the design was refined to resemble a shell-like form leaving the legs outside the costume, the only possibility to 
implement any sensors were on the upper body area (fig 6). To reach a symbiosis or some level of interaction with the 
costume the team needed a simple user interface. The article (The Challenges of Interactive Dance. Siegel & Jacobsen. 
1999) clearly states the problems experienced with different sensor types. It also presents available options in how to 
track body movement using wearable sensors or with external systems by example using a camera and body markers. 
The team decided to explore the use of flex sensors as the article suggested that they proved to be working in similar 
contexts. Flex sensors are light, durable and quite easy to hide into the costume's structure. The bend value can be 
mapped to control other parameters such as the amount of light. In this scenario they would be implemented in the 
costume to enable the user to interact with the costume and the soundscape. 

The team searched for an easy solution to mark the change between the outside and inside scenes. It would function 
as a switch to turn the soundscape on and off. The applied solution was found from a distance sensor. The technology 
is based on an infrared light sensor that can measure the distance to an object that is in front of it. These are typically 
used in automatic soap dispensers or similar solutions. The advantage of this type of sensor is that there are many 
options available and they typically have a small footprint. With some models the measurements could be read even 
when the sensor was placed under a light fabric. This meant that it could also be hidden inside the costume.  

Lastly there was the need to know the user's direction or where the costume is pointing towards. The idea was to use 
the rotation data to enable the user to switch between the surrounding sound streams. There are many motion 
sensors available which can detect orientation of an object or a person. A common example is a gyroscope sensor 
which can be found in most mobile phones which measures movement in three axes. The team selected a breakout 
board which enabled the possibility to utilise the acceleration data. This was thought to be useful in the mapping 
process when matching the speaker locations to the orientation of the costume. 

Arduino has made ready made libraries and examples available for users to get started with the programming of 
hardware projects. Typically a component manufacturer also provides their own libraries and examples on how to 
make use of their sensors using the Arduino IDE software. Although many examples of implementation could be 
found online the programming of the ESP32 chip proved to be very time consuming and lacking critical information. A 
lot of the basic functionalities required a lot more understanding of programming outside the IDE environment as the 
team expected. The team realised that it would make sense to switch the microcontroller to another model. 

Arduino MKR Zero was selected as the new microcontroller. It provided most of the same connections as the ESP32 
and is roughly the same size. The main reason for this switch was that Arduino provides better support for connecting 
their microcontrollers to external audio software such as Ableton Live. An advantage with this model was a separate 
connector for adding an external power supply. Till this moment the hardware had been tested only by powering it via 
a USB connection. To provide enough power for a led light strip the setup would need more power. As an added 
convenience MKR Zero also has an in-built SD-card reader which meant that there would be one component less in 
the setup. 

3.4 Prototype assembly
The team set out to build an accessible package out of the selected hardware after each component was first tested 
separately on the breadboard. As the audio playback and every sensor had been proven to be working with MKR Zero 
microcontroller Katri Nikkola was able to optimise the costume design to fit the hardware components. She tested 
different options on how to attach the sensors securely to the costume and to see how much extra room should be 
left in the lining for the hardware’s wiring. Once the costume's first prototype could be worn by a person the team was 
able to define the exact locations where to place each sensor. Katri designed a separate pocket in the back of the 
dress to place the hardware. The pocket had a hidden zipper to hide it from the user and could be accessed from 
inside the costume. This way the hardware could be easily removed and maintained if necessary. 

Once all of the needed components were selected and tested they needed to be packaged safely together. Krisjanis 
Rijnieks proposed to design a custom PCB and a case for the project which would help to connect all the components 
together. This way the prototype could be safely set inside the costume. The connections from the breadboard 
prototype were first documented thoroughly to list the amount of inputs and outputs the prototype needed (fig 7). The 
PCB was designed in KiCad software and manufactured at the Fablab workshop. The first version had quick 
connectors for all of the inputs to prevent disconnecting the components unintentionally while using or moving the 
costume. It also enabled a maintenance option if one needed to remove only the microcontroller from the costume. 
The design was iterated multiple times until all of the connectors could be fitted on top of the PCB safely.  
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fig 8. Custom PCB, Arduino MKR Zero and the battery pack

fig 7. Arduino MKR Zero Prototypes wiring documentation
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The hardware case consists of a battery pack, MKR Zero and the PCB which is placed on top of the microcontroller 
with matching pins (fig 8). On top of the PCB there is a Neopixel LED port with a separate power connector. There are 
two flex sensor inputs and a shared I2C connector for the distance and gyroscope sensors. The I2S connector for the 
audio amp was soldered underneath the PCB to optimise the use of space. The sensors and the speaker could now be 
permanently installed into the costume’s structure after first soldering custom wires with quick connectors to the 
other end. This meant that the hardware case could now be safely removed in and out of the costume. 

The Neopixel LED strip was designed to be hidden inside the costume right underneath the outer shell. After testing 
the fabric examples with a simple light Katri Nikkola sought to find a programmable version that would be flexible 
enough to accompany the costumes' form. The selected LED enabled it to be programmed through its own connector. 
The idea was to create simple fades or glitches to the light that would react to the changes in the installation. It would 
also represent a heartbeat or a pulse to give the costume a sense of life.  

The Adafruit mono audio amplifier breakout board uses the MKR Zeros I2S capability to connect it to the 
microcontroller. I2S (short for Inter-IC Sound) is an electrical serial interface standard used for connecting digital audio 
devices together and typically in a situation where digital signal is converted into analog. In this case enabling the 
costumes calling sound to be heard. The digital sound file is set to play on a loop from the SD-card. The powerful 3W 
amplifier in between converts the signal to analog in a compact size. Finally the mono speaker is connected to the 
amplifier's audio outputs. The speaker is fastened in the back of the costume under facing outwards. 

There are two pockets at the front of the costume. They are placed on the bottom part of the inside and there is one 
for each hand. These serve two purposes. The first is to enable the user to close the costume while they are inside it. 
The other was to hide the flex sensors in them. Placing the sensor on the palm of the hand or in an elbow bend 
seemed to provide the most steady results. By placing the sensors in the pockets was thought to be the most 
indistinguishable place for the user. The flex sensors are connected to the PCB’s two quick connectors which are 
routed to the microcontrollers analog inputs. These analog inputs can be programmed to control for example volume 
or other parameters in the soundscape. 

The distance sensor was placed inside the costume around the neck area. The design of the costume narrows towards 
the top only to leave a comfortable amount of space for the user's head. This area was tested to perform the finest as 
there is less room for movement. The threshold distance was set so that it would not launch the scenes on its own. 
The Sparkfun sensor is connected to the PCB with an I2C connector. I2C (Short for Inter-Integrated Circuit) is a serial 
communication bus which is used in various electronic applications because of its low cost and its capability of 
chaining devices together using only two in and out pins. 

As the gyroscope sensor also had an I2C connector these two sensors could be connected in a chain using the same 
connector on the PCB removing the need for separate connectors. The actual sensor was placed on the top near the 
dangling wire which supports the whole frame of the costume. The output I2C connector was used to connect it to the 
distance sensor. Through the distance sensor it was linked to the PCB. As both of the sensors have their own serial 
port numbers they can be used at the same time through a shared wire. The directional data from the gyroscope was 
set to launch MIDI notes if it were inside a certain threshold or pointing to a certain direction. These MIDI notes were 
set to launch the surrounding sound streams around the user. In the first version of the prototype it was decided to 
use only the horizontal rotation data. Other functionalities such as tilting could be applied in the next phases of the 
project.



It was not an easy task to start creating a cohesive ensemble of sounds to be experienced. The soundscape’s 
aesthetics could be pretty much anything one could think of. The three designed scenes of the installation helped to 
give a starting point for the design process. There was a need to have something familiar from the real world and a 
complementary surrounding soundscape of an imaginary network. The developed storyline for the costume 
installation defined an unseen fictional world that would reveal itself once the user is inside the costume. But first the 
costume needed to draw the user's attention to make contact with it. So there would need to be at least one sound 
specifically designed for the costume. This is later referred to as the calling sound. 

The design of the actual costume also impacted the way the team thought how the costume could or should sound 
like as the work progressed. The chosen materials or refined textures of the fabrics would help to set the tone of the 
composed sound material to be used in the installation. The overall visual and aural aesthetics needed to speak the 
same language or otherwise the experience would not be holistic for the user of the costume. Katri Nikkola did 
multiple material tests and dying methods with different fabrics. She was able to produce very organic looking 
samples of fabrics that resembled fungus or lizard-like skin textures. It was easier to imagine what the costume would 
look like when those fabric samples were set against a simple table lamp in a dark room. This simple trick made it look 
as if those samples were glowing and alive. The chosen colours of the fabrics were more towards warmer hues of red, 
beige and pink. This meant that the costumes' calling sound should compliment these warm tones instead of cold or 
digital sounds. 

The network or mycelium like patterns on the costume’s outer shell inspired the first selection of sound samples for 
the calling sound. The patterns also helped to visualise how sounds would be filtered through it, if the costume would 
be a living organism. The various pathways and crossways on the surface resembled a nervous system much like us 
humans. Through its tentacles it would connect to the mycelium and the rest of the biosphere. This would enable 
receiving information from an endless amount of other entities. In some parts of the costume the pathways would be 
clear and wide and at the very end of those branches these pathways would shrink to an almost non-existent scale. 
Too small for the human eye to see. This set out the tone for the exploration process of natural phenomena of 
networks or communication. The goal was to seek real life examples of sound patterns that would be organic in their 
character. 

One particular afternoon walk turned out to be a turning point in initialising the sound design process. This experience 
helped to put perspective on the theories that the team had visualised in the story. The event also helped to put the 
designer into the shoes of the user and unfold the mystery behind the yet to be designed auditory experience. The 
following paragraphs aim to visualise this personal experience or encounter to the reader, much like Denis Smalley 
did in his article (Space-form and the acousmatic image. 2007) describing the different elements of a certain 
soundscape in the city of Orbieu.

There is a big tree located on a street corner on Inarinkatu in the heart of the district of Vallila in Helsinki. This old tree 
has been left untouched on a small lot of land of about ten square metres. The tree is rooted at the centre of this lot. 
The tree's trunk is thick and rises up to about two metres before it starts to spread out in all directions. The various 
branches around the tree create an umbrella-like form under it. Round the tree there are bushes that mark off the 
edges of the lot on two sides isolating it from the street. On the opposite corner of the lot there are two buildings. A 
low wooden fence is separating the buildings from the described area. A trail has formed across the lot from corner to 
corner as pedestrians have taken a shortcut to avoid the street corner. The trail has slowly transformed into a 
pathway with a bench located under the tree. It is a popular resting spot on hot summer days as the tree provides 
shadow and cover from the scorching sun. This pathway makes it ideal for passers by to stop and wonder about this 
naturally formed sphere of branches and leaves.  
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4. Sound design

4.1 Getting started with the sound design
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On this particular spring day I happened to take this short cut under the tree. The tree and the surrounding bushes 
were filled with little birds that were spread out on the multiple branches. I could not help but to notice the loud 
chatter of calls and answers between the birds. I stopped for a while and made sure to stay silent and still. The birds 
stopped singing when they sensed that there was an outsider at their premises that could possibly be harmful. After 
waiting patiently for about two to three minutes the conversation was going on again at full force. Bird songs of 
different rhythms and pitches filled the soundscape as each species of birds took their turn at singing. After 
concentrating for a while you could direct your hearing to a certain direction and locate different individuals from the 
vast amount of twitter. For the sake of this project these sounds were also captured on my mobile device. 

Witnessing the birds habitating this particular tree connected the objectives of the project to a real life event. The 
amplified feeling of being immersed in incomprehensible communication. Being able to calm down and be silent, 
while wholly concentrating on the surrounding events that could be heard around this soundscape. The tree was 
being the collective form, organism or an object, that was able to facilitate these conversations within one space. The 
tree also created a stage for passers by to investigate this communication on top and around them because of the 
spherical dome form that had formed under it. But as the tree is also heavily ingrained to the earth through its roots 
and the mycelium network, it surely must be connected to other similar trees with their own habitants and 
conversations.  

4.2 Costume sound design
The recording made on the mobile device was used as the starting point of the costume’s calling sound. It helped to 
think of the tree in Vallila as a metaphor for the costume and how it could behave as the central reflection point in the 
installation. The bird sounds would be the auditory ingredient between the real world experience and the fictional 
world of communication. This recording of the birds was used as the base of the costume’s calling sound. The 
intention was to simulate how the costume would sense and comprehend these signals that were around it. Would its 
understanding of time and hearing be similar to ours? How would these signals be filtered through it if it were to 
amplify these signals forward to an outsider? How could it separate these sources from each other if it were 
connected to a network of other organisms?

The long recording made under the tree was first edited in audio software Ableton Live to cut and remove all 
unnecessary and unwanted pauses, traffic noise and silence between the bird twitter. These selected clips were then 
joined together to form one clean loop. The edits between the cuts were crossfaded to mask out the transfers 
between the clips. The loop was then filtered with a simple equalisation plugin to remove all extra hiss and boost 
certain frequencies that were more characteristic to the twitter. A few variations of the sounds were produced by 
selecting a couple of sections from the long loop with the most activity and dynamics. Changes were made to the 
overall pitch by slowing down the loop's tempo and using a simple plug-in delay effect in the software to introduce 
small reflections of the actual signal. These same techniques were used in the creation of the soundscape elements 
later on and will be presented more in depth in the next section.

With these example loops the team was able to perform first audio tests with the costume by placing a simple 
bluetooth speaker on the costume prototype’s frame. The recorded audio examples were then exported to a mobile 
device as mp3 files. These loops were then played through the bluetooth speaker while the Katri tested various 
methods on how to place the speaker into the costume’s structure so as not to be visible. This exercise would help the 
team to visualise how the experience would feel like for the user when a sound source would be placed in different 
parts of the body. It was also important to install the speaker so that it would be facing outwards from the costume to 
have the audio heard as clear as possible within the installation space. The intention was to use only one speaker to 
reduce the amount of hardware to implement into the costume’s structure. This is why the costume’s calling sound 
would have to be in mono instead of a stereo recording. The area around the upper back felt to be the most 
comfortable choice for listening and installing the speaker concerning the structure of the costume. 

By testing a few options of various sized speakers it was also easier to hear how the speakers were able to reproduce 
the designed sound and what would be the right level of amplification (fig 9). As it was predicted most of the low 
frequency sounds were cut out of the amplified sound as the tested speaker elements got smaller. At first a 2 inch 
element was selected to be the prototype speaker able to produce sounds between 250-10.000Hz but after the first 
testing session a compromise was made to have a bigger speaker element of 3,3 inches. The possibility to produce 
sounds between 100-20.000Hz made a huge difference although it increased the overall weight of the costume. The 
loops were iterated by optimising the frequency range of the loops to complement the selected speaker element after 
this discovery and by the second testing session the team could already decide which loops were their favourites.
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fig 9. Various size speakers that were tested for the costume

fig 10. A screenshot of the Ableton Live session view while recording material for the soundscape
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4.3 Soundscape creation in Ableton Live
The setup for these recordings was based around Ableton Live software which is a digital audio workstation (DAW) 
designed for recording, producing and performing with sounds. Ableton Live is known for being a very versatile tool 
for especially electronic musicians. It hosts a lot of the controls in digital format that are common in the world of 
turntablism and DJs. The software is available in three different configurations; Intro, Standard and Suite. Since 2010 
the software has enabled the programming language Max to be used inside the software as Max for Live. This enabled 
a community of Max enthusiasts to develop their own plugins to be used on the software and has pushed the 
development of Live itself further in recent years. Since its launch in 2001 Ableton Live has gathered a wide user base 
and popularity among music producers. 

Ableton's most significant difference against its competitors are the user interfaces' (UI) different views. The software 
is divided into two operating modes that consist of the more traditional “arrangement view”, which is a typical 
recording timeline view running from left to right. As Ableton Live was initially developed to serve a community of 
techno producers in Berlin that were mostly concentrated in working with audio loops and sequencing, it also hosts a 
“session view”, in which the recorded audio or MIDI clips are being viewed in a grid mode, without the constraints of a 
timeline or predetermined length of a composition. 

The clips hosted in the session view can be launched independently from each other or by launching them together in 
a scene. One scene consists of all the clips that are horizontally on the same row. By creating these vertically laid out 
scenes in the user interface, users can play with the song structure by having different parts of a song on different 
scenes. For example a verse can be scene one and contain all the clips selected to play in that scene. Chorus is scene 
three and bridge in scene two. In a musical performance this is a major advantage, since a user can jump between 
pre-arranged scenes or launch individual clips without interrupting the song or a performance. This feature is a key 
factor in Ableton's popularity among electronic music performers. The costume prototype’s audio playback and 
automated configurations are based on Ableton’s capability to launch audio clips and scenes independently.  

Many hardware manufacturers have produced dedicated physical MIDI controllers to control the features on Ableton 
Live. Companies like Akai and Novation have multiple options available for a grid user Interface that matches Live’s 
session view. These keyboards and grid controllers come in many different configurations with a varying amount of 
playable pads and tweakable knobs. Typically these controllers are connected to the software via USB or the sound 
card’s midi input, but many wireless options are also available that utilise Bluetooth or other wireless technology. 
Using Ableton with a physical controller makes it an ideal tool for jamming, testing out new ideas and performing. 

Ableton Live hosts many utility tools and plugins for connecting the digital and analog hardware together in various 
ways. One of these tools is a plugin called “external audio effect”. When placed on an audio track it allows the user to 
route the audio playback out of the software to a selected hardware output. Using this tool requires a sound card that 
has audio inputs and outputs where the signal can be routed in and out of. This allows the audio to be sent into a 
device such as a rack-mount effect unit or a guitar pedal. The sound can then be routed back to the same track 
through a selected audio input that can be configured in the plugin. This enables the use of physical hardware 
together with digital plugins in an effect chain.  

Like other audio software Ableton also has return tracks for placing effects that can be shared among the source 
tracks. These are called return tracks. When an effect device is placed on a return track the device works in a similar 
way as any audio mixer’s aux sends. The source signals can be sent to these return tracks such as a reverb unit and 
the levels of the returning signal can typically be controlled separately. The difference between the analog and digital 
domains is that in software these send tracks’ return signals can be resent to other send tracks almost indefinitely. 
The software also allows a user to select any of the session’s track's outputs to be selected as an input on a track. This 
can sometimes be very confusing and create a very complex network of signals. If a return track's affected signal is 
recorded on a separate track a user must be careful not to send the signal back into itself causing unwanted feedback. 
This is why it is recommended to double check the routings before using an effect send on a returning track or when 
recording the return signal to a separate track. 

The recording session for the prototype’s surrounding sound streams was set up by creating a new recording 
template in Ableton Live Suite (fig 10). It consisted of a few audio tracks hosting the selected audio clips. The session 
had multiple external audio effect plugins on separate return tracks that rerouted the audio back and forth between 
software and hardware. The affected signals from the return tracks were recorded on their own separate tracks and 
one track was dedicated to resample the whole session. To minimise any unwanted feedback or accidental loud noises 
some of the send options were disabled on the tracks. The initial plan for the session was to reutilise raw previously 
recorded material by using the filtering capabilities of Ableton’s digital plugins together with selected external 
hardware effects.
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4.4 Audio signal processing
As the initial testing sessions for the costumes' sound had laid the baseline of what kind of sounds would work in the 
costume itself it was a bit easier to start building the soundscape around it. Since the costume’s calling sound was 
imagined to be more organic, the surrounding sounds could be taken into a more abstract direction and wouldn’t 
need to be that recognisable. The goal was to envision a network of communication and how the movement in the 
labyrinth of its channels could sound like. A creative recording session was held to gather raw material for the 
surrounding sound sounds. These surrounding sounds will be later referred to as “streams”. 

The term for recording audio outside the studio environment is more commonly known as field recording. The 
invention of tape recorders made it possible to capture the biosphere and include it as parts of a composition. 
Contemporary ways of recording audio have moved on to more portable devices and digital recording formats. The 
initial material for the composed audio clips was selected from the author's own sound library of previously recorded 
and composed sounds. The selection consisted mostly of field recordings done in Costa Rica using a Zoom H4n 
handheld recorder during a vacation in 2019. These recordings were selected because of the environments that were 
captured in them such as exotic birds and animals in the forest and more noisy textures such as the pacific ocean and 
heavy rain. The factor of unpredictability included in these field recordings of natural phenomena can be hard to 
replicate using only software instruments or effects. The organic components of the creative recording session consist 
of these field recordings.  

A batch of short phrases of synthesised sound recordings was included in the raw material to complement the field 
recordings. These sounds were recorded in a studio environment and were more clean and precise in their timbre, 
though some of them had been effected and filtered heavily during the actual recording process. The selection 
included loops made with synthesisers such as the fairly recent Moog DFAM analog drum machine from 2018 and a 
Yamaha TX81Z which is a rack-mount version of the famous DX-7 FM synthesiser from 1983.  These samples of audio 
are characterised as the digital, sterile and cold components of the recording session.  

With approximately fifteen to twenty selected samples ready, the plan was to have each of the samples looping while 
applying various effects to them to produce a selection of new raw material to work on. As the loops were repurposed 
and filtered to be reiterated again, they started to reveal new hidden details in them. For example by slowing down a 
recording of chirping crickets made the small pauses audible from the recording. More new sounds emerged from the 
field recordings as they were filtered and compressed. These inaudible pauses and noises took centre stage in the 
recording process as processing made them audible. When more interesting events emerged while manipulating and 
twisting the material to new forms, it was made sure that the recording was always on to capture all the happy 
accidents.  

The techniques and effects used in this session included many of the ones used and developed in the experimental 
studios of the mid 1900s. As the sound samples were looping they were sent to an outboard effect chain from the 
computer. Various effect pedals and rack-mount effects were chained after each other utilising the external effect 
plugin that was introduced previously. A typical example of such a chain could be a chorus, then one or multiple 
delays, followed by a reverb for a feel of space. Finally the recording would be run through a compressor before 
recording the result. Those results were often again clipped, re-amplified, reversed and repitched and looped to be 
run through another chain of audio processing. This process of iterating the material was repeated multiple times 
before feeling confident that there was enough variable material gathered for the surrounding streams. 

The main goal for the recording session was to gather a selection of abstract sounds with their own sense of space 
which could be tested with the prototype setup. Criteria for the selection was to find sounds that would be 
recognisable and different from each other in terms of rhythm, pitch and timbre. The multiple rounds of recording the 
sounds between the computer and the effect chains also introduced some static and noise into the recordings. Some 
gentle filtering and cleaning was done in the software to remove the unwanted frequencies. A small amount of 
interference and glitches were applied to emphasise the stream’s radio transmission like qualities and to enhance the 
lo-fi properties of the soundscape. A selection of ten contrasting sounds was picked from the recording session to 
serve as the stream tracks for the final soundscape and a couple of sounds to act as universal atmosphere tracks. As 
all the sounds for the installation were ready it was time to start planning the installation setup and how the sounds 
would be implemented. 



As the sounds or streams for the soundscape were selected it was time to plant them into a space to be tested with 
the hardware. Before implementing the soundscape to a multi speaker setup the streams were lightly tested in a 
virtual software environment. The main goal was to have a first impression on how the space would feel like if the user 
was inside the costume with the surrounding streams spread around it. It was also important to have the team listen 
to an example recording to try to understand how the sources should be placed in the installation. Testing such 
options can be done in Ableton Live and many other audio softwares by utilising their own spatial plugins. These 
plugins enable implanting audio tracks in their own vertical and horizontal planes. Three dimensional effects are also 
possible for example having a sound spin around the listeners head. These tools are typically used for mixing audio 
for surround sound systems with a multi speaker setup. With headphones these scenarios can be efficiently simulated 
if there is not a possibility to test the audio in a surround listening space. 

The speaker setup for the first prototype was thought out to be fairly simple. As each sound stream was thought out 
to be its own output, it meant that the amount of streams the installation had, as many speakers would need to be 
assembled for the installation space. An option was to have speakers assembled in the roof structure or above the 
costume to amplify the sense of space. The team decided to minimise the amount of hardware for the first installation 
setup to include only four main directions for the surrounding sound streams and a fifth stream or effect track to be 
installed above. It was important to test a minimal solution first to see if the interactions with the soundscape would 
be understandable. The installation could always be expanded in the future to include more speakers and locations 
for the streams. This meant that most of the vertical location information was felt to be unnecessary as most of the 
speakers would be set on the same horizontal axis. In this case on the ground or lifted up to ear level.  

A new template for the demo purposes was laid out in Ableton Live utilising the spatial plugins for distributing the 
recorded sounds around the user. The selected recordings or clips as they are called in Ableton, were placed on five 
separate audio tracks. The four surrounding streams were set to be mono and output from separate directions as 
front left, front right and similarly in the back as back left and back right. A fifth top stream was a stereo track. Utilising 
the aforementioned Ableton's session view, each of the sources on the tracks were set on their own scenes to be 
launched individually. To make it as simple as possible this meant that there would be only one clip per row on a 
scene. These scenes were marked from S1 to S5 (fig 11). Stop and play scenes were added as the sixth and seventh 
scenes on their own rows.  

The soundscape would be activated immediately after a user would enter the costume. There needed to be a clear 
change in the atmosphere to mark this event. One atmosphere sound was selected to mark the change between the 
scenes of being outside and inside the costume. This would be the only sound played back from all the surrounding 
speakers at the same time. It would also play quietly in the background while individual streams would be launched. 
The clip was set to be launched on the play scene and be looping until the stop scene would be launched. After a user 
would undress the costume the stop scene would launch and stop the atmosphere track and all other surrounding 
sound streams. The costume’s calling sound would activate and loop until the costume should be dressed on again 
and the pattern would repeat. 

The original recording for the track was made on a beach by the pacific ocean with constant big waves washing to the 
shore. Slowing down the play speed revealed a mass of complex textures and patterns from the recording. This sound 
of water and a feeling of slow movement in the soundscape was felt to feel very calming and warm. This is why the 
recording was thought to be a perfect selection for creating the general ambience in the space as the team wanted the 
user to feel safe when entering and wearing the costume. Most of the high frequencies were filtered out from the 
recording to give room for the surrounding streams signals, as they shared the same speakers. 

To introduce a responsive feeling to the overall ambience the atmosphere track needed to react to the surrounding 
streams. A new return audio track was created for this purpose to be used as a sidechain input for a compressor. All 
the stream tracks would be sent to this return track. The actual audio output of the channel would be muted. It would 
only be used as an input for the compressor to activate, once it goes over a certain threshold. A compressor plugin 
was placed on the atmosphere track with the return track selected as the sidechain input. Once activated the 
compressor would respond to the velocity of the sidechain signal and lower the atmosphere tracks overall volume. 
The threshold was tuned by adjusting the individual send levels to the return track and until the compressor 
sufficiently reacted to the changes in velocity of each source.  
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5. Testing the prototype setup

5.1 Applying the sounds into a session
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The basic structure of the installation setup was now ready to be tested and fine tuned. The levels of each source track 
were tested against each other to even out the volume peaks and to have the sources generally on the same level. 
After the overall levels of the soundscape were set a small MIDI keyboard was connected to test the launching of the 
scenes with an external controller. Using the MIDI mapping mode each scene was paired to a key in the keyboard. This 
allowed the team to test quick transfers between the scenes as would be expected from a user. The transfers were felt 
to be a bit too abrupt between the sources so the scenes needed to be faded in and out slightly. This can be done by 
using volume automation on the actual clips to ensure a smooth fading and out in a clip. But it introduces a problem if 
a scene is changed while a loop is not at the end of the clip. This would still cause the sound to suddenly cut out. To 
solve this issue this setup utilised a technique called dummy clips. 

Dummy clips can be inserted to an audio track but typically contain no audio. Their advantage is that they can be 
programmed to have MIDI automation in them such as a change in volume or launching an effect. In this template 
they were used to automate the volume fades of each source track. As the dummy clips could not be placed on the 
actual source tracks there needed to be separate through tracks which the sources would be sent through to apply 
the actual effect on them. A set of three dummy clips were created: Fade in, Fade out and Off. These clips were placed 
on the through tracks to match the wanted actions of the source tracks. The original source tracks were selected to be 
sent only through these through tracks or the sidechain return channel. This approach made it possible to automate 
the volumes of all the signals in the session and to make the transfers more smooth between the scenes (fig 12). 

As the team felt confident about the surrounding soundscape and its basic functions it was time to map the designed 
actions of the different scenes to the costume’s hardware and its individual sensor inputs. This Ableton Live template 
was used to test the costume prototype’s interactions with the soundscape on two different occasions. First being at 
Aalto Studios in Roihupelto, Helsinki in June 2022 and the second during the Fablab’s autumn exhibition at Aalto 
University in November 2022. The hardware setup of the costume’s prototype varied on each occasion. During the 
Roihupelto testing session the prototype was still missing some of the implemented code and components so the 
team had to test the functionalities of the scenes separately. By the time of the Fablab exhibition the development 
and synchronisation issues had been mostly solved and could also be tested by the visitors of the exhibition.

fig 11. A screenshot of the Ableton Live with marked scenes for the sound sources
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5.2 Documentation and short film “Symbiosis”
To present the costume’s ideas and functionalities the team decided to create a short documentary film of the project. 
As it would have been challenging to have all of our advisors test the costume and experience the soundscape, the 
original purpose for the film was to use it as extra material for the thesis work of both team members. To start with, 
the production needed a model to wear the costume. Katri Nikkola used her contacts in the film department to search 
for people who would be able to help with the production part of making the short film. She was able to convince 
Aurora Frestadius to work with us as an actor for the film. Casting Aurora at an early stage helped Katri to custom fit 
the and finish the costume according to Aurora’s measures. 

The location to film the production was found from Aalto Studios in Roihupelto, Helsinki. The facilities host multiple 
studio spaces to be used for TV and film production and in the same building there is an equipment rental firm called 
Valofirma where production teams can rent lights, cameras and other needed accessories used in film productions. 
These studios are available to Aalto University students to book and actualise their film production or installation 
projects. One studio from the facility was booked for three days in June of 2002 in which time the team set to 
document the user scenarios for the costume. 

The team set out to find a filmmaker and an editor through the Film and TV department network to realise their plans 
for the production. Italo Moncada, who has done work as an filmer for multiple TV shows and music videos got in 
touch with the team and they set a meeting to present their ideas for the production. While the original idea was to 
only document the scenes and the costume itself thoroughly, Italo got excited about the whole concept and wanted to 
push the production ideas further. He suggested that if he would be guaranteed total artistic freedom for realising the 
production, he would do the filming and editing free of charge. His vision was to create a dramatised short science 
fiction film, instead of only documenting the costume’s user scenarios with an actor. The team got excited about the 
drive and vision of Italo and set to start planning the filming process at Roihupelto Studios.  

As an inspiration for the planning Italo asked for examples of the soundscape. The composed material for the 
soundscape was used as a reference of how the different scenes would sound like. This enabled Italo to understand 
the connection between the costumes visual outlook and how he would like to frame and film the actual user 
scenarios. While filming at Roihupelto the soundscape was also playing in the background to help set up the 
atmosphere of the space. The costume’s interactions were amplified by launching bright lights in Roihupelto as Aurora 
Frestadius was rotating inside the costume. This was used to add a level of drama for the film’s purposes and to act as 
visual markers for placing the surrounding sound sources in the film.

All of the filming was done during the three day booking at Roihupelto studios (fig 13). First day was reserved for 
setting up the studio and making sure all the needed equipment was ready and available for the filming. The second 
day was spent filming the costume and the various scenes of Aurora Frestadius entering and using the costume. On 
the third day the team invited their thesis advisors to visit the set and to test the interactions and the soundscape.

fig 12. A screenshot of Ableton Live with a selected dummy clip containing a automation fade in 
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All of the sounds that are heard in the final short film were done in post production by utilising the already composed 
material for the costume and the surrounding soundscape. The team recorded foley sounds for the actor including 
breathing sounds and steps as the first edited version of the film was ready. More added material was composed to fit 
the editing style of the film and to emphasise the dramatics of the user scenarios as they are represented in the film. 
The post production for the short film was finished during the fall of 2022. The short film was named “Symbiosis” and 
premiered at Aalto University’s ELO Film School’s autumn screening in December at the Bio Rex movie theatre in 
Helsinki.

fig 13. Italo Moncada, Katri Nikkola and Aurora Frestadius at Roihupelto Studios during the filming of “Symbiosis”

fig 14. Roihupelto demo session hardware setup
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5.3 Roihupelto - First demo session
On the third day of the booking at Roihupelto Studios the team hosted a first testing session of the costume and the 
installation setup to their advisors and contributors. During this time all of the hardware was installed in the costume 
but some of the solutions were still to be programmed into the microcontroller. This forced the team to improvise on 
how to present all of the functionalities of the installation. The only tested functionalities and interactions that were 
ready for testing were the flex sensors that were implemented inside the costume and mapped to control some of the 
soundscapes parameters. 

The costume’s position marked the central area for the installation and would define how the speakers would be 
placed in the space. The costume was hung from the roof rack while filming the short film and left in place for the 
installation setup. The rack could be lifted using a hoist which made it possible to accurately define the right height for 
the user to enter the costume. Two speakers were clamped on the same roof rack structure on top of the costume 
beside the cord that was supporting the costume. The four surrounding speakers were placed on the floor facing the 
costume with one set on each corner (fig 14 & fig 15). All of the six speakers were connected to an RME FF800 
soundcard’s audio outputs. The soundcard was then connected to a laptop which hosted the Ableton Live template 
that was designed to reproduce the soundscape.

The hardware setup used a USB serial connection to connect the microcontroller, which was located in the costume, 
to the laptop which was meant to be out of sight in the installation setup. The USB connection was originally chosen to 
securely connect the hardware together as wireless Bluetooth connection was thought to be unreliable for the 
purpose. Because the costume was already designed to be hanging from the roof the team thought that they could 
run a USB wire along it and the wire could be easily masked. The needed length of the USB cable turned out to be too 
long to guarantee a clear communication signal with the microcontroller and the laptop. The team tested multiple 
options of different types of USB cables with both passive and powered versions with no luck in establishing a 
connection. This forced the prototype to be tested with the laptop placed next to the costume while connected 
together with a shorter USB cable. This was an unforeseen obstacle that the team hadn’t expected.

fig 15. The speaker setup at Roihupelto Studios during the first demo session
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The team were still able to test the flex sensors while the soundscape was activated but the user couldn’t rotate with 
the costume as the hardware setup did not leave much room for movement. This meant that the rotation and 
launching of the surrounding sound sources would need to be demonstrated otherwise. The two flex sensors were 
mapped to the Ableton Live template by using Ableton’s own Arduino plugin which can be used with various 
microcontrollers. The Arduino plugin allows the use of the microcontrollers analog and digital inputs to be mapped as 
external controllers for the software’s parameters. As the microcontroller was connected with the serial USB cable to 
the laptop the software could identify the device immediately. By activating the two flex sensor’s matching inputs A1 
and A2 from the software plugins menu the sensors could be treated as any other external controller (fig 16). The 
maximum and minimum bend values from these sensors were mapped to control the overall reverb of the 
installation. 

The launching of the surrounding sound streams had to be demonstrated without the connection between the 
costume and the laptop. This was done by using a usb midi keyboard that was already mapped to launch the scenes in 
the Ableton Live template (fig 17 & 18). The surrounding speaker setup was set in place so that there was enough room 
with the cabling that the laptop and the keyboard could be placed further away from the costume. As the user was 
inside the costume the scenes were launched when the user rotated towards each speaker. This process of faking the 
interactions is known as the “wizard of oz” method. It is typically used to demonstrate the functions of a system 
without the actual user knowing that the responses to the interactions are triggered by another human. It can be an 
effective method to test out the hypothesis of a system before moving it to a development phase. 

fig 16. The flex sensors were mapped to control parameters on Ableton live with its built in Arduino plugin
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fig 17. A small USB keyboard was used to launch the different sound scenes at the first demo session

fig 18. The Ableton Live demo session template containing all the sound source clips and dummy clips for volume automation
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5.4 Fablab showcase
The testing session at Roihupelto proved that the interactions were understandable enough to continue the 
development of the prototype’s hardware and implementations. The USB connection had proven to be unsuccessful 
and difficult to implement. The length of the required cable exceeded the maximum amount for the USB connection 
to establish a stable connection between the laptop and the microcontroller. This meant that the team had to rethink 
the possibility of enabling a wireless solution for the connection. 

As most of the building of the hardware had taken place in the Fablab workshop, Krisjanis Rijnieks proposed that the 
prototype should be presented in their annual fall exhibition at Aalto University. This pushed the prototypes 
development forward as Krisjanis was willing to solve the connection issues and help with the implementation of an 
wireless solution. The detailed description of the exhibition setup can be found in the Github folder that was created 
for the Aural Costume project. 

To read and send the directional data from the gyroscope a separate bluetooth component was added to the 
microcontroller’s PCB for sending and receiving data. A corresponding dongle had to be connected to the laptop’s USB 
port to establish the connection between the devices. After a connection had been made the scenes could be mapped 
to the Ableton Live set. The exhibition setup utilised four main directions to launch the sound sources; North, East, 
South and West. Each direction was assigned its own MIDI note. These notes are then mapped to act as triggers to 
launch the corresponding scenes. 

The exhibition was built in Aalto University’s Väre buildings main entrance space in November 2022. Because the 
space was limited it was decided that the surrounding speaker setup should be redesigned to fit a smaller area. The 
team also decided to scale down the amount of interactions as the costume prototype was too fragile to allow 
multiple people to test it during the two week exhibition. This can be thought to be a completely different user 
scenario as the whole process of entering and experiencing the surrounding sources were not present. The rotation of 
the costume with the changing sound sources was the only demonstrated interaction that was felt safe to protect the 
prototype (mov1 & mov2). 

To hide the needed installation hardware such as the laptop, soundcard and speakers it was decided to hide them 
under one big wooden box. This box would be placed under the costume which would be hanging from the roof 
structure with a wire. As opposed to the Roihupelto prototype demonstration the speakers were pleased to face 
outwards from the costume (fig 19). The Ableton Live template was modified so that the audio loops for the scenes 
would not repeat if the costume would stop in a certain direction for longer periods. This was done to prevent the 
installation from playing on its own to a nonexistent audience. 

fig 19. The setup at Fablab showcase exhibition at Aalto University on November 2022



The costume’s final form and structure dictated a lot of the hardware solutions that could be applied to it. Although 
they were first thought to be a limiting factor in what could be produced, they proved to be an excellent challenge in 
finding suitable components for realising discrete interactions. Many of the tested components proved to be too 
complex to be fully utilised by beginners or too extensive for such simple interactions that the prototype required. 
Without the recommendations and help of the workshop masters, sourcing for the right components and solutions 
would have been almost impossible in this time frame. 

Implementing the hardware into the costume proved to be very successful and the solutions could be hidden as 
planned. This was the result of the tremendous skills of craftsmanship by Katri Nikkola and her ability to sew 
everything together. New options had to be taken into consideration each week as the project moved forward. The 
team solved multiple challenges in trying to understand how the hardware was supposed to work and the sensors 
could be integrated. Throughout the design process the plans were iterated together which made it easier to limit the 
amount of possibilities on what to implement. Working with wearable electronics was a learning process for us both. 

At the time of writing this report all of the interactions have still not been tested at the same time as they were 
originally intended in the scenes of use. Many factors did have an influence in this such as personal challenges at 
scheduling the needed time for extra development and programming of the prototype. The team also lacked skills 
required for coding the software for the microcontroller by themselves. A lot of time was spent on trying to learn the 
basics of prototype building to produce even the simplest of readings from the sensors and soldering wires to test the 
connections at the workshops. This was definitely something that should have been outsourced earlier in the project. 
Trying to wear too many hats at the same time proved to be a bit exhausting but luckily we got help from the staff and 
our fellows along the way. 

The testing session at Roihupelto and the Fablab showcase exhibition showed that the intended interactions were 
understandable and the introduced illusion of transformative states of the outside and inside was effective. The 
supporting storyline was seen to bring a desired meaning for the interactions and events produced in the installation. 
Even though the whole intended story could not be demoed at full, the received feedback was very positive from the 
exhibition audience. Involving the short film to accompany the actual costume prototype at the Fablab exhibition 
helped to raise more interest towards the whole project.

Although the costume prototype hasn’t seen its final form yet, the designed plan for the working hardware solution is 
still very relevant. The custom made pcb and casing designed and produced by Krisjanis Krisjanis Rijnieks at the 
FabLab workshop enables the switching of individual sensors and other components easily if adjustments are needed. 
All sensors, connections and the intended interactions have been individually tested and proven to be working. The 
prototype would only require time for coding to enable the whole setup of interactions to run simultaneously. This 
would enable interactions to be fine tuned in an actual user scenario. After the prototype is ready the solution could 
also be scaled up to support more interactions or used as a platform to realise other similar installations or ways of 
interacting with sound. 

The composed sounds and the soundscape for the costume received enthusiastic feedback from the filming crew as it 
was playing in the background while shooting the short film. As I tried to follow the movement of our actress Aurora 
Frestadius I launched the various scenes manually to match the directions she was pointing towards. This helped 
Aurora to feel more immersed while moving and rotating back and forth with the costume and test how the 
installation would actually feel like. Aurora commented that there was a strong feeling of presence as the sources 
changed and she felt to be in control of the actions. As the user’s head is covered and inside the costume feels to 
intensify the feeling of space as the user can not see what is happening outside the costume (fig 20). This is why the 
prototype's success relies heavily on the sounds that are selected to accompany it. Combined with the costume's 
appearance they were felt to complement each other very well. 
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6. Conclusions



These same sounds laid the groundwork for later work with the soundtrack of the produced short film, on which I 
didn’t want to delve too thoroughly in this thesis. There were added sounds designed and composed to support the 
script of the film. Due to the short length of the film the mood is rather different than what was intended in the 
installation. As the installation's intention was to offer time and a relaxed atmosphere for the exploration of the 
sources, the film has to introduce many of these ideas in a short period of time. This is why the intensity level had to 
be amplified in the film by using added sound effects and foley recordings. The film ended up taking a much bigger 
role in the production of this project but the end result was definitely worth the effort as the film can be used as 
marketing material for the installation and helps to introduce the ideas behind the costume. 

The main goal of the thesis was to introduce the work done with the interactions, sound design process and the 
philosophy behind the decisions. In this case the inspiration was mostly based on more classical science fiction sounds 
and atmospheres. The sound sources could be replaced to explore other possibilities to test the prototype's functions 
and even to use it as an instrument. 
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fig 20. Aurora Frestadius testing the costume prototype at Roihupelto Studios
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